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Our goal is a prosperous, low carbon future for all 

We believe this will be achieved through the rapid scale-up of 
low carbon energy and technology.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
International NGO formed in 2004, with offices in North America, Greater China, India and Europe.We work with leaders from governments and corporates in three ways:We convene key decision makers to inspire leadership and innovation;We provide evidence of low carbon success that enables ambitious action; We develop practical projects to scale up and replicate transformational low carbon solutions.



LED Street Lighting: Focus on scale-up 

We are working to transform the way we light our world.
Lighting consumes 19% of electricity and accounts for 6% of 
CO2 emissions globally. We can make a considerable dent in 
carbon emissions if we make lighting more energy efficient.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
352 million street lights predicted by 2025If all outdoor lighting in Asia  LED by 2030, 46 M tons of CO2 could be avoided, with a saving of EUR 71 bn in electricity bills compared to 2006.Projected 35% increase in light points by 2030 from 2006If lighting in all sectors in Asia  LEDs, 601 M tons of CO2 could be avoided, with a saving of EUR 71 bn in electricity bills.The Climate Group’s trial from 2009-2012:15 trials in 12 cities27 products, 500+ lightsResults:Energy efficient lighting: dramatic savingsEnergy efficient  reduced CO2 emissionsEfficient delivery light  reduced light pollutionLonger operational life  less maintenanceImproved lighting quality / colour temperatureFlexibility in lighting possible  adaptive, smart



LEDs: Scale-up is now criticalLED scale-up

• LEDs can play an immediate and significant role in 
reducing emission and achieving efficiency targets.

• LEDs are providing real monetary savings.

• Large scale LED deployments delivering savings over 
extensive periods.

• Improved lighting also provides socio-economic 
benefits to the society.

• Old arguments of ‘new’ technologies and 
uncertainties no longer apply.

• Major manufacturers are matching warranties with 
their claims (up to 10yrs).

• The technology is no longer the barrier.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
City of Los Angeles:Replaced over 160,000 streetlights with LED units over a four year period63% energy savings $8.8 million USD saved per year47,583 metric tons CO2  emissions avoidedNow upgrading to add lighting remote controls and monitoring; a hub for future ‘smart city’ technologies New York City:Replacing 250,000 street lights with LED, largest project of its kind in USABy 2017 will be saving $14 million USD in energy and maintenance costsEnhancement of CitiesEnhanced public sense of safety and well-beingImproved road safety at nightReduced light pollutionDrives regeneration and business investmentFuture hub for ‘smart city’ concepts

http://thecleanrevolution.org/_assets/files/led_report_web1.pdf


Call to Action  LEDs by 2025The Climate Group

The Climate Group calls on governments and every 
single city and utility globally to schedule the switch 
of their street lighting to LED (or energy-efficiency 
equivalent) by 2025.

*or as energy efficient 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To facilitate this we also call for more aggressive targets for energy efficiency and renovation rates in cities. With the prospect of over 50% energy savings, we demand all cities to proactively explore more energy efficient options for public lighting and financing – and to not delay planning upgrades until existing infrastructure fails.Our LED campaign is designed to help cities and governments to achieve the 2025 goal. We are conducting consultations in various cities to identify barriers and solutions to LED deployment. The drive for LED scale-up should not be at the expense of product quality, nor inappropriate replacement or specifications. Early consultations and trials can help identify any localised issues and help refine specifications for final large scale roll out.The Climate Group has also recently partnered with the Global Lighting Challenge, a Clean Energy Ministerial Campaign, which calls for the deployment of 10 billion high-efficiency light bulbs. Since the launch in early December, the initiative reached pledges of over 36 million light bulbs.



Collaboration OpportunitiesThe Climate Group

• Participate in the Global Lighting Challenge.

• Participate in The Climate Group’s consultation
process to identify local challenges and solutions.

• Develop scale-up strategies for LED lighting.

• Develop capacity building across sectors to facilitate 
deployment.

• Drive broader state / government policy support.

• Explore financing mechanisms for regional 
adoption.

• Identify the role of philanthropy in addressing the 
opportunities and challenges.

• Increase clarity on national standards and guidance
on LED quality and deployment.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each City is UniqueEach city has a unique history, infrastructure and financing capability, and requires specific analysis and approach.Initial business case framing can be significantly delayed due to lack of capacity.Finance MechanismsUpfront costs: need for more innovative funding approaches for city infrastructure upgrades.Many cites do not have available funds, or have low credit ratings, and many seek routes to finance LED installations from future energy savings.Risk profile of LED infrastructure projects in some regions can be high – regional demonstration projects needed, which can be scaled up. (World Bank / IFC)National Standards & Quality ThresholdsPoor quality, low cost products have previously undermined the credibility of LEDs in the early stages of adoption.LED solutions are mature – however, cities seek guidance on standards and quality thresholds for LEDs.



For further information, please contact:

Margaret Lo (Hong Kong)
Head of Programs and Projects, Greater China
The Climate Group  
E: mlo@theclimategroup.org

Peter Curley (London) Arianna Tozzi (London)
Technologist LED Light Project Officer
The Climate Group The Climate Group
E: pcurley@theclimategroup.org E: atozzi@theclimategroup.org

THECLIMATEGROUP.ORG
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